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Dear E - readers,

Message from the Member Secretary
and Executive Director

Welcome to another quarter of
Karnataka Jnana Aayoga and good bye
to one. Quarters come and quarters

An Overview by Consultant - Editor

go, but what remains and clicks is
the work of K JA in which you

Constitution of Mission Groups
and Task Force

have a stake - directly or indirectly.
This E - newsletter, JNANA SIRI, is to build a rapport and engage

Formation of Research Committee

with you.
KJA has completed one phase and has entered second and final

Audit Plan

phase. This is a phase of focus, depth, quality, speed and legacy.
Too much to be done in too little time. All of us, in and connected

Five Proposals to State Government

with KJA, have become restless, hungry and passionate. Bear with
us for such an approach. Give your helping hands and caring hearts.

Interview with Prof. M.S. Thimmappa

Stay connected and make us to keep the fire burning in our bellies.
Looking forward to your critical but cordial feedback.

Member's View by Dr. Gururaj Karajagi

Highlights of the Quarter
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AN OVERVIEW
Karnataka is emerging as a destination for higher education for students from across the
country and even outside. With renowned institutions around engineering, medical,
management, law and commerce education, among others, here is a state where private
institutions are vying for excellence along with public institutions. The real question is - are we
prepared to give shape to India's aspirations in becoming a world beater?
Karnataka has historically contributed significantly to India's pride, whether it in the field
of sports, or education or more recently in the space of technology. Here is another opportunity for the state of
Karnataka to help shape up this country's dreams.
This edition of Jnana Siri shares important developments and perspectives in making knowledge contribution of
Karnataka count. We are discussing about education, and more importantly higher education. In spite of the already
achieved laurels in the field, we indeed have a long way to go. Let's hear from two of the Members of
the Commission on how to chart the path. We have Prof. MS Thimmappa, former Vice Chancellor of Bangalore
University, sharing his candid views on need for revolution in higher education in India. Further,
Dr. Gururaj Karajagi, Chairman of Academy for Creative Teaching, has shared his musings on innovation and creativity
in an invited article. We are thankful to these academics, and role models to many, for contributing to Jnana Siri.
Also find the update on mission groups of Karnataka Knowledge Commission and proceedings of marquee activities.
On behalf of the entire team at Karnataka Knowledge Commission, I thank you for your encouragement and sincerely
hope that you find this endeavor of Karnataka Knowledge Commission meaningful in driving this state to a vibrant
knowledge society. I eagerly solicit your feedback and views on making this newsletter more impactful and relevant to
all our stakeholders.

Pavan Soni
Consultant - Editor
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CONSTITUTION OF

MISSION GROUPS AND TASK FORCE
Endowed with the charter of transforming Karnataka into a vibrant
knowledge society, the Karnataka Jnana Aayoga (Karnataka Knowledge
Commission) was commissioned on 5th September 2008 by then
Chief Minister of State of Karnataka. The first successful term for the
Commission came to an end in September 2011. Of the several
highlights of the first term were the launch of Jnana Fellowship
Programme, formation of Karnataka State Innovation Council, and
release of Stakeholder Audit Report, apart from several high impact
meetings with key stakeholders.
Following its reconstitution, in January 2012, Commission identified six focus areas to accomplish its mandate of
creating an ecosystem of knowledge in the state. The Mission Groups formed around five of the focus areas
are: Higher Education Vision and Policy, School Education, Skills Development, Public Health, and Community
Knowledge. Further, to address the informational related issues of the state citizens, we have created a Task Force on
Karnataka Geographic Information System (K-GIS). The Task Force will closely work with Karnataka State Remote
Sensing Application Centre (KSRSAC) in augmenting the available technology to facilitate faster delivery of services
and efficient governance. Each of the Mission Group will be headed by a Chair and a Co-Chair to drive the vision.
Click here to know about the Chair and Co-Chair

FORMATION OF

RESEARCH COMMITTEE
The only way we could build a more vibrant knowledge community is when everyone is given an opportunity to
contribute. To facilitate sharing of ideas and participation of larger stakeholder community, the Commission has
formed a Research Committee. The endeavour is that the proposals submitted by the stakeholders community
would be funded by the Commission based upon their merit.
Click here for Office Order 28

AUDIT PLAN
Following the rave commendations received on the last year's Stakeholder Audit Report, the Commission plans to
undertake another audit this year. The audit will be performed by Public Affairs Centre, and is aimed at identifying areas
of alignment and improvement in the working of the Commission to serve its key stakeholders' more effectively.
The outcome of this audit and other research projects form the set of recommendations to go to the state government
for considerations.
Click here for the First Phase Audit Report
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FIVE PROPOSALS TO STATE GOVERNMENT
Last year the commission conducted extensive studies in understanding the current state of knowledge ecosystem in
the state and eliciting the requirements. Based upon the findings, the Commission has submitted five proposals to be
implemented in the current financial year.
These proposals are:

1

Incentive for UG students to pursue higher education, such that no deserving candidate is deprived of it, as
the current GER (Gross Enrollment Ratio) in the state stands at a dismal 12.72%.
Click here for more information

2

Establishment of Karnataka Global Information System (K-GIS) to help scientific mapping of the state's
resources, and needs and aspirations of beneficiaries.
Click here for more information

3

Setting up of school for public health to ensure equity, quality and integrity of public health system and
health care.
Click here for more information

4

Grant to State Universities to focus on development centric research, capacity building, community
engagement, innovation and publications.
Click here for more information

5

State Youth budget to tap into the potential of growing youth population and engaging them in nation
building activities.
Click here for more information

Some of these impacting ideas were presented to the Honorable Chief Minister during the Budget Session.

INTERVIEW WITH PROF. M.S. THIMMAPPA

Prof. Thimmappa (left), in a conversation
with Pavan Soni .
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Education is closely linked to the development of a nation's economy
and its society. Fewer academics would have a richer perspective on
education than Prof. M.S. Thimmappa, the former Vice Chancellor of
Bangalore University and a teacher who has served several educational
institutions in his illustrious career. In a candid discussion with
Pavan Soni, Prof. Thimmappa taps into his 40 years of experience in
education and shares his musings on the current state of higher
education in India, and the revival strategy.
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Excerpts from the Interview
Prof. Thimmappa opines that since independence, India has seen significant revolutions in the field of society,
technology, heavy-industry, agriculture, dairy products, and more recently, economics, but one field which hasn't
experienced any revolution is that of education. Lately, there has been a surge in students going for higher education
in India. Part fueled by burgeoning economy, and part by societal disposition of looking beyond
time-tested careers, our students have become much more sincere towards building a career. With this great an
opportunity available to us, academics and policy makers can't let down this whole generation. How do you achieve
this revolution?
Professor warns that blindly aping western system of education would be counterproductive, as their system is highly
choice-based, and such personal choices aren't exercised or respected in India. Instead he suggests our system to be
student- centric, where education must focus on seeking variety than similarity. Three suggestions towards achieving
this student - centricity are:
Ÿ Teachers along with the student access the unique knowledge that each student possess
Ÿ Exams be made more student friendly and conduct all through the year, based upon students' preparedness and by

harnessing IT
Ÿ Universities be given true autonomy in allowing students to take courses anywhere and anytime based upon career

choices, not governed by rules
The full interview is available here

MEMBER'S VIEW BY

DR. GURURAJ KARAJAGI
Fewer countries have influenced the world in the last one century the way USA has.
One reason that stands out for this teller performance is the focus on 'Innovation', says
Dr. Karajagi.In this very insightful article, inspired by the call for investment in research
and innovation by the US President, Dr. Karajagi shares an agenda on how India paves it path
in this 'Decade of Innovation'.
Some of the reasons he suggests on why Indian higher education system is out of shape is the
focus on disseminating knowledge instead of creating knowledge, fewer people pursuing doctoral level education
and overall lack of funding.
While education might be one of the reasons for the lack of innovation, it is surely the source for revival of our
innovation system. But first comes the mending of our higher education systems. Some of the tenets of this
revival of education system are: rigorous peer-reviewed audits of teaching and learning performance, awards
of excellence in teaching, performance-linked funding to teachers, focusing on 'tenure-track' system in universities,
creation of Human Resources Development Fund, and ramping up investment in teachers' training, among others.
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The veteran educationalist throws a challenge to us that can India create a Silicon Valley on the lines of what US did in
the last century? With the formation of National Innovation Council and incessant efforts of initiatives, such as
Karnataka Knowledge Commission, the hopes are high.
Click here to read through this very thought provoking article

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE QUARTER
His Excellency the Governor of Karnataka takes note of the
work of the Commission
In his Address to the Joint Session of the Karnataka State Legislature
on January 30, 2012, His Excellency the Governor of Karnataka
Sri. Hans Raj Bhardwaj appreciating the work of the Commission,
said that the Karnataka is far ahead of other States in taking
initiatives in knowledge front. The Karnataka Knowledge
Commission, headed by Dr. Kasturirangan, Member, Planning
Commission, has over the last three years made several
recommendations, conducted research studies and launched a few projects. The Governor also mentioned about the
flagship programme-Jnana Fellowship as an innovative intervention. (Source: Address of the Governor of Karnataka to the
State Legislature, January 30, 2012, pg.15).

Honourable Chief Minister Calls for an Integrated Policy on
Higher Education
In his Budget (2012-13) speech on March 21, 2012 Honourable
Chief Minister Sri. D.V. Sadananda Gowda called for a long term
integrated policy on Higher Education to transform the State as
the Knowledge Capital of India as well as the global centre of
educational excellence. He also stated that the policy will be
developed with assistance from Karnataka Knowledge
Commission and Higher Education Council. (Source: Budget 2012-13,
Part-IIGeneral, pg. 23).

Members brainstorming on the focus areas during the Fourteen
Meeting of the Commission held on January 18, 2012. This also
happens to be the first meeting of the Commission after its
reconstitution in January2012.
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Launch of JNAN SIRI, e-newsletter of the Commission, by
Dr. K. Kasthurirangan during the Fourteenth Meeting of the
Commission held on January 18, 2012.
Click here to access the first Issue

Jnana Fellows in an interaction session with the KJA Chairman and
Members held on January 18, 2012. 18 Jnana Fellows briefed on
their projects and lessons learnt so far. This is the second
interaction the Jnana Fellows had with the Chairman and
Commission Members post their induction in November 2011.

Members deliberating on the way forward during the first
All Members Monthly Meeting (AMMM) held on February 7, 2012.

Following the announcement by Honourable Chief Minister
on Youth Policy, a series of consultation meetings were held
with youth and sports organizations' representatives. These
consultations were held in collaboration with the Department of
Youth Services and Sports to solicit their views on youth policy.
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Members brainstorming on way forward during the Fifteenth
Meeting of the Commission held on March 17, 2012.
A presentation on GIS and its application for good governance was
made by Dr. Mukund Rao and the team from Karnataka State
Remote Sensing Application Centre (KSRSAC).

“The views and opinions expressed herein are that of the authors’.
They don't necessarily reflect the views of the Karnataka Jnana Aayoga.”

Reach out to us at:
KARNATAKA JNANA AAYOGA
(Karnataka Knoweledge Commission)
Government of Karnataka
Room # 219, II Floor, Vidhana Soudha,
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar Veedhi,
Bangalore-560 233.
Ph: +91 80 2203 3297, +91 80 2225 0330
Please feel free to send your feedback to: secy@jnanaayoga.in
Copyrights by Karnataka Jnana Aayoga 2012
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